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Abstract
Methods developed for the recursive construction of sets of balanced incomplete block designs
with adjusted orthogonality (OBIBDs) are applied to designs with block size 4, with 2 sets of
treatments. The methods are extended to include designs with blocks of size 4 nested into
sub-blocks of size 2. We also complete the existence results of Greig and Rees for OBIBDs
with block size 3 and 2 sets of treatments, showing the necessary conditions are su7cient for
existence. Some pairwise balanced design closures are given, with 181 possible exceptions for
K={8; 9}, 29 possible exceptions when K is the set of prime powers equivalent to 0; 1 (mod 8),
and when K is the set of prime powers equivalent to 0; 1 (mod 4) excluding 4 and 5 we list 26
possible exceptions under the extra restriction v ≡ 4 (mod 8).
c© 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The designs under consideration here are a generalisation of balanced incomplete
block designs (BIBDs) in which the single set of v treatments is replaced by s sets of
v, each of which forms a BIBD (v; k; ). We superimpose these s BIBDs on the same
block set, applied in order, so that our 1 by bk array of v treatments can be regarded
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as being replaced by an s by bk ordered array, and the single treatment at each plot
can be regarded as being replaced by an array of s treatments, one drawn from each
set, in the given order. The designs we shall study in this paper constitute a sub-class
of orthogonal balanced incomplete block design (OBIBD) [24].
Denition 1. An OBIBD is a design in blocks of size k with s¿ 1 treatment factors
of size v. The blocks will be labeled by the value 1, and the Jrst set of treatments,
second set of treatments, and so forth, will be labeled by 2; 3; : : : ; s + 1. In the usual
BIBD setting, there are just blocks and treatments, and the relationship between them
is represented by the incidence matrix. Here, many incidence matrices are required.
The v by b incidence matrix of the ith set of treatments with respect to blocks is
denoted by ni+1;1, while ni+1; j+1 = pi+1;1pTj+1;1 with i; j ¿ 0, and i = j, represents the
incidence matrix of the ith set with respect to the jth set, columns corresponding to
the latter. The v by bk incidence matrix of the ith set of treatments with respect to
plots is denoted by pi+1;1.
The designs satisfy the following properties:
(1) Each of the sets of treatments is arranged with respect to the single blocking
factor as a balanced incomplete block design (BIBD) with identical parameters
(v; k; ):
n21nT21 = n31n
T
31 = · · ·= (r − )I + J;
where the replication is r, the concurrence parameter is , I is a v by v identity
matrix, and J is a v by v matrix of 1’s.
(2) The pairs of treatment sets also possess the following property, called “adjusted
orthogonality” [13,14], or “orthogonality”, for short:
pi1pTj1 − (1=k)ni1nTj1 = 0; i; j ¿ 1:
We will only consider the case where the underlying (v; k; ) BIBDs have = k− 1,
and r = v − 1. In this case, Morgan [22, Lemma 2.2, Theorem 2.5] has shown that
optimal statistical e7ciency of the designs occurs when each treatment from a given
set appears in exactly one plot with every treatment, bar one, of every other set, and
appears in a block exactly k times with every treatment, bar one, of every other set.
(Giving the same numbering to each of the sets, it may be assumed that treatment x
of one set appears with every treatment, except x, of every other set.) This is the class
of designs we will study in this article, and denote by OBIBD(v; k; ; s), where we will
always take = k − 1.
Example 2. An OBIBD(17; 4; 3; 4) is given by the 4 blocks below, which are to be de-
veloped modulo 17. The blocks are enclosed in parentheses, and the plots separated by
semi-colons; within each plot the treatment sets are given in order, and each treatment
set is Z17. Note that, in this and all subsequent examples, the vector of s treatments at
each plot is presented as a row vector, rather than as a column vector.The four blocks
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form a near-resolution class for each of the treatment sets.
(1; 3; 9; 10; 13; 5; 15; 11; 16; 14; 8; 7; 4; 12; 2; 6);
(3; 9; 10; 13; 5; 15; 11; 16; 14; 8; 7; 4; 12; 2; 6; 1);
(9; 10; 13; 5; 15; 11; 16; 14; 8; 7; 4; 12; 2; 6; 1; 3);
(10; 13; 5; 15; 11; 16; 14; 8; 7; 4; 12; 2; 6; 1; 3; 9):
Remark 3. Treatment x of set i never occurs in the same plot or block as treatment
x of set j, so, when the distinction between the treatment sets is ignored, each block
contains ks distinct treatments, and so v¿ ks is a necessary condition for existence of
an OBIBD(v; k; ; s).
Many designs can be represented in cyclic or near-cyclic form: the design can then
be generated from a set of initial blocks. A convenient way to represent the properties
of the initial blocks is to use diPerence squares.
DiPerence squares were introduced by Rees [29]: for each initial block, set up a k
by k square in which the entries are the diPerences (in the appropriate number system)
between the k treatments of the one set and the k treatments of another set. (The
blocks of both sets of treatments must comprise the initial blocks of a BIBD with the
appropriate parameters.) It must be possible to Jnd a transversal through each of the
squares such that the combined set of transversals comprises one occurrence of each of
these diPerences. The total set of diPerences in the bodies of the tables must comprise
k occurrences of each of the diPerences possible for that diPerence set.
With multiple sets of treatments, such squares and transversals have to be set up
(consistently) between all pairs of treatment sets.
Example 4. In the design of Example 2 the diPerence squares of Jrst treatments with
respect to second are:
The diPerence squares for other pairs of sets of treatments are very similar. Each
diPerence occurs 4 (i.e., k) times in the body of the tables, while each occurs once on
the main diagonals, corresponding to the pairs of treatments at each plot.
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Remark 5. Alternative solutions may be found by choosing diPerent transversals. These
solutions may or may not be isomorphic to each other. In the example given, a second
solution is given by taking any transversal parallel to the main diagonal.
Designs of this type were Jrst introduced by Preece [25,27]; see also Morgan and
Uddin [24], Rees [28,29], Rees and Preece [31], and the references therein, and Street
[32]. The methods of construction to be outlined in the next section were Jrst developed
in Greig and Rees [19].
The second class of designs considered here are those in which the outer, or main,
blocks of size k1 are divided into inner, or sub, blocks of size k2. In these
designs, the designs in both blocking systems are OBIBDs i.e., the designs are
respectively OBIBD(v; k1; 1; s) and OBIBD(v; k2; 2; s). The nesting principle
can be extended to more than two levels, but only two will be examined here.
The notation ONBIBD(v; k1; k2; 1; 2; s) will be used here for designs in which
one OBIBD is nested inside another. Somewhat more general designs have previ-
ously been called Nested Pergolas [29]: an even more general class would require
OBIBDs, in the widest sense covered by conditions 1 and 2, to be nested one inside
another.
Example 6. An ONBIBD(8; 4; 2; 3; 1; 2) can be generated over Z7 from the following
initial blocks:
(0; 3; 1; 6 | 4; 5; 2;∞) (3; 0; 6; 1 | 5; 4; ∞; 2)
where vertical bars separate the sub-blocks.
DiPerence squares may be useful for ONBIBDs of cyclic type: the squares of size
k1 can be partitioned into sub-squares of size k2, so that a transversal of sub-squares
may be found in each square, comprising k2 occurrences of each possible diPerence,
and including the transversal of single entries comprising 1 occurrence of each possible
diPerence.
Example 7. The diPerence squares for the example preceding are:
The sub-squares on the main diagonal may be taken to be the diPerence squares for the
design in blocks of 2. The 8 entries on the main diagonal are common to the designs
in blocks of both sizes.
Alternative solutions may be obtained by taking diPerent sub-square transversals (and
diPerent single transversals in consequence) or by taking diPerent single transversals
within given sub-square transversals. In the given example, the oP-diagonal sub-squares
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may be taken instead of those on the diagonal, for example, giving a solution:
(0; 5; 1;∞ | 4; 3; 2; 6) (3; 4; 6; 2 | 5; 0; ∞; 1):
Where only one treatment set is involved, the designs are Nested BIBDs, or NBIBDs
(see Preece [26] and Morgan et al. [23]). Whist Designs, Generalised Whist designs and
Pitch designs (see Anderson [9], Abel et al. [5,6]) can all be regarded as NBIBDs, with
various block sizes. Note that these Whist and Pitch designs also insist on resolvability
(or near-resolvability).
2. Methods of construction for OBIBDs
Direct methods of construction are used whenever possible: two theoretical methods
are used, both of which require that v be a power of a prime. A few designs have
been found using computer searches. Indirect methods require the deJnition of some
further design types, which are now given.
2.1. De8nitions
Denition 8. A pairwise balanced design PBD(v; K; ) is a design for v treatments in
blocks of sizes (at least 2) listed in K , such that any unordered pair of treatments
occurs together in  blocks. A PBD(v; K ∪ {k∗}; ) is a PBD with v points and index
 such that one block has size k and all other block sizes belong to K . Only if k ∈K
can there be other blocks of size k.
Denition 9. A group divisible design (GDD) is a triple (X;G;B), where the treatment
set X is partitioned into sets (called groups) deJned by G, such that any pair of
treatments occurs  times together in the block set B, except that a pair of treatments
in the same group do not occur together at all.
The group type of such a design is deJned by the vector of group sizes, very often
expressed in exponential notation, such as 3541, meaning that there are Jve groups of
size 3, and one of size 4 (and so 19 treatments altogether). One usually refers to a
GDD as a (K; ) GDD of group type such-and-such, where every block size (at least
2) present is listed in K . In the case that  = 1, a (K; ) GDD is often written as a
K-GDD.
Remark 10. A GDD can be regarded as a PBD by adding in the groups as blocks, 
times each, possibly adding new block sizes to the design.
A PBD(v; K; ) can be regarded as a (K; ) GDD of type 1v.
Denition 11. A transversal design TD(k; g) is a (k; ) GDD of type gk .
When =1 the subscript is usually dropped. The existence of a TD(k; g) is equivalent
to the existence of a set of (k − 2) orthogonal Latin Squares of order g.
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Denition 12. An incomplete group divisible design (IGDD), is a GDD in which a
subset of the treatments, given by H, called a hole, is deJned such that no two
members of H occur together in blocks.
The group type of such a design is now a vector of ordered pairs, in which the Jrst
member of each pair is the original size of the group, as before, and the second is the
number of elements of that group in H. Thus if the original type is 3541, the hole is
of size 3, and three groups of size 3 have 1 member in the hole, then the new group
type is, in exponential notation, (3; 1)3(3; 0)2(4; 0)1.
Denition 13. An incomplete pairwise balanced design, an IPBD(v; h; k; ), can be
regarded as an IGDD of type (1; 0)(v−h)(1; 1)h or as a GDD of type 1(v−h)h1.
Denition 14. An incomplete transversal design is a (k; ) IGDD of type (g; h)k and
is denoted by TD(k; g)− TD(k; h).
Note that the hole (of size kh) is now necessarily equally spread over the groups.
Finally, here are some deJnitions of designs particular to this Jeld of application.
Denition 15. A Holey OBIBD, a HOBIBD(v; k;G; ; s), is a design for s sets of v
treatments in blocks of size k, in which the treatment sets are partitioned into groups
deJned in G; no pair of treatments in the same group (from the same set or diPerent
sets) occurs together in any block; other pairs occur together in the same number of
blocks as for an OBIBD(v; k; ; s) (analogous to a GDD).
Usually referred to in the form HOBIBD(v; k; ; s) of type such-and-such.
Example 16. When an RBIBD(v; k; 1) and also an OBIBD(k; 4; 3; 2) exist, an HOBIBD
(v; 4; 3; 2) can be constructed as follows. Drop one parallel class entirely from the
RBIBD, and replace each of the remaining blocks with an OBIBD(k; 4; 3; 2) on the
treatments in the replaced block. The groups are given by the removed blocks of the
RBIBD.
Denition 17. A HOBIBD(v; k; ; s) with group type 1v−hh1 will also be called an
incomplete OBIBD, denoted by IOBIBD(v; h; k; ; s).
Remark 18. For h = 0 or h = 1, every OBIBD(v; k; ; s) can be considered as an
IOBIBD(v; h; k; ; s).
Example 19. An HOBIBD(69; 3; 2; 2) of type 9761 developed on (Z3 × Z21) ∪
{∞1;∞2; : : : ;∞6}. The ith hole of size 9 is Z3 × {i; i + 7; i + 14} for 06 i6 6,
and the inJnite points form the size 6 hole.
((0; 0); (1; 15); (2; 6); (0; 12); (1; 10); (1; 11));
((0; 0); (1; 19); (1; 2);∞1; (0; 15); (0; 3));
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((0; 0); (2; 13); (0; 12);∞4; (2; 11); (2; 3));
((0; 4); (1; 5); (0; 2); (1; 6); (0; 15); (1; 10));
((0; 11); (1; 10); (1; 2); (2; 19); (2; 8); (0; 13)):
Multiply the Jrst three blocks by (1; y) for y=1; 4; 16 to give a total of 11 base blocks,
and for i = 1; 4, replace ∞i by ∞i+1 and ∞i+2 when multiplying by 4 and 16. Next,
for each base block (a; b; c; d; e; f) we take another one: (b; a;d; c;f; e) to give a total
of 22 base blocks. Cycle all of these mod (3; 21).
Example 20. An IOBIBD(15; 2; 4; 3; 2) developed over Z13 ∪ {∞1;∞2}:
(0;∞2; 1; 12; 2; 8; 4; 5); (0; 3; 1; 11; 5;∞1; 7; 6);
(∞1; 8; 0; 9; 3; 10; 7; 12); (∞2; 2; 0; 4; 3; 11; 8; 10):
Example 21. An IOBIBD(19; 2; 4; 3; 2) developed over Z17 ∪ {∞1;∞2}:
(0;∞2; 1; 16; 2; 11; 3; 7); (0;∞1; 2; 12; 6; 1; 10; 9);
(0; 6; 3; 10; 8; 4; 11; 5); (∞1; 13; 0; 8; 4; 5; 10; 15);
(∞2; 11; 0; 14; 5; 7; 10; 13):
Denition 22. An incomplete HOBIBD, an IHOBIBD, is an HOBIBD with an addi-
tional hole and is analogous to an IGDD.
The type of an IHOBIBD is written similarly in exponential notation.
2.2. Direct methods
Where proofs of theorems are not given here, they may be found in Greig and Rees
[19].
An extension to Morgan and Uddin’s result [24, Lemma 2.2], can be written as:
Theorem 23. Let v = mf + 1 be a prime power, with m¿ sh for some s¿ 2.
Let k = hf, where f = gcd(k; v − 1), and let x be a primitive generator for GF(v).
Write
Cj = xj(x0; xm; : : : ; x(f−1)m)
and write
bip = x
(i−1)hxp{C0; C1; : : : ; Ch−1}
for i = 0; 1; : : : ; (s− 1) and p= 0; 1; : : : ; (m− 1).
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Let Bi = {bi0; bi1; : : : ; bim−1}. Then Bi is the set of base blocks for the ith of a set
of s BIBD(v; k; h(k − 1))s possessing pairwise adjusted orthogonality, where the plots
are assigned sequentially in all the above base blocks. If h= 1, then the design is a
near-resolvable OBIBD(v; k; k − 1; s).
Example 24. An OBIBD(13; 4; 3; 2) is generated from the following initial blocks,
modulo 13. (Theorem 23 with m= 3, f = 4, x = 2.)
(1; 2; 8; 3; 12; 11; 5; 10); (2; 4; 3; 6; 11; 9; 10; 7); (4; 8; 6; 12; 9; 5; 7; 1):
Remark 25. Such constructions can be generalized using methods like those of Furino
[15], themselves generalized by Buratti [11].
Example 26. An OBIBD(10; 3; 2; 2) over (Z3 × Z3) ∪ {∞} is obtained by taking the
following four initial blocks, developing the Jrst three mod (3; 3) and the last one mod
(3;−). This gives a total of 30 blocks. We write the point (a; b) in the compressed
form ab.
(00; 02; 11;∞; 20; 10); (00; 01; 10; 22; 11; 02);
(20; 00; ∞; 10; 02; 21); (00; 11; 01; 12; 02; 10):
Example 27. An OBIBD(21; 3; 2; 2) over Z20 ∪ {∞} is obtained by developing the
following initial blocks modulo 20.
(0; 7; 18; 15; 8; 12); (0; 6; 3; 4; 5; 13); (0; 13; 6; 17; 15; 14);
(0; 16; 4; 18; 13; 8); (0; 5; 19; 1; 12; 10); (1; 10; 4; 16; 5;∞);
(19; 2; 5; 15; ∞; 1):
Example 28. An OBIBD(22; 3; 2; 2) over Z21∪{∞} is obtained by developing the Jrst
7 blocks below modulo 21 and adding 0; 1; 2; : : : ; 6 to the last one.
(0; 10; 19; 6; 1; 4); (0; 6; 8; 19; 17; 1); (0; 4; 7; 16; 1; 20);
(0; 13; 2; 20; 11; 5); (0; 20; 10; 17; 4; 18); (0; 12; 5; 1; 8;∞);
(19; 0; 14; 9; ∞; 10); (0; 1; 7; 8; 14; 15):
Example 29. For an OBIBD(24; 3; 2; 2) over Z23∪{∞}, take the 4 blocks of the form
(a; b; c; d; e; f) given below, and augment with another 4 blocks given by (b; a;d; c;f; e),
then develop these 8 base blocks modulo 23.
(0; 11; 1; 8; 13; 17); (0; 10; 2; 22; 17; 3);
(0; 6; 15; 13; 10; 11); (0; 5; 22; 14; 3;∞):
Example 30. An IOBIBD(34; 6; 3; 2; 2) over (GF(4)× Z7) ∪ {∞1;∞2; : : :∞6} (with x
a root of x2 = x + 1) is obtained by multiplying the Jrst four blocks below by (1; 1),
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(x; 2) and (x2; 4) for a total of 13 base blocks; develop them all modulo (22; 7). Here
(x; 2) · ∞i =∞i+2 and (x2; 4) · ∞i =∞i+4.
((0; 0); (0; 2); (1; 4); (x; 1); (0; 4);∞1);
((0; 0); (0; 1); (x; 1); (1; 6); ∞1; (1; 4));
((0; 0); (x; 5); (0; 2); (x2; 4); ∞2; (x; 4));
((0; 0); (x; 3); (x; 5); (x2; 5); (x2; 3);∞2);
((1; 1); (x2; 5); (x; 2); (1; 3); (x2; 4); (x; 6)):
Theorem 31. Let q=pn be a prime power, with n¿ 1, let k =pu for 0¡u¡n and
let t = p(n−u). De8ne log(0) =∞. Preserving the order of the elements of the cosets
throughout, let:
(1) C0 ≡ {#0 = 0; #1; : : : ; #k−1} be the additive sub-group of order pu of (GF(q);+);
(2) {Cj : j = 1; 2; : : : ; (t − 1)} be the cosets of C0 in (GF(q);+);
(3) bij = log(Ci+j) ≡ {log(c) : c∈Ci+j}, where the discrete logarithms are taken with
respect to some 8xed generator of GF(q).
Then bi0; b
i
1; : : : ; b
i
t−1 are the initial blocks for a 1-rotational OBIBD(p
n; pu; pu − 1; t)
over Zq−1 ∪ {∞}.
Example 32. Using the irreducible x4 = x + 1 to generate the elements of GF(24),
and the sub-group {0; 1; x; x + 1} of the additive sub-group thereof, and then taking
logarithms, an OBIBD(16; 4; 3; 4) is given by the initial blocks:
(∞; 2; 3; 6; 0; 8; 14; 13; 1; 5; 9; 11; 4; 10; 7; 12);
(2;∞; 6; 3; 8; 0; 13; 14; 5; 1; 11; 9; 10; 4; 12; 7);
(3; 6;∞; 2; 14; 13; 0; 8; 9; 11; 1; 5; 7; 12; 4; 10);
(6; 3; 2;∞; 13; 14; 8; 0; 11; 9; 5; 1; 12; 7; 10; 4)
to be developed modulo 15.
Theorem 33. If v = 2(k − 1)t + 1 is a prime power, then an IOBIBD((2k−1)t+1;
t; k; k − 1; 2) exists.
Proof. The basis of the design is an OBIBD(v; k−1; k−2; 2) constructed by Theorem
23. Let x be a primitive generator of GF(v) and w= x2k−2. Then we take as our initial
blocks
(xi; xiw; xiw2; xiw3; xiw4; xiw5; : : : ; xiw2t−4; xiw2t−3; ∞i ; 0)
(xiw; xiw2; xiw3; xiw4; xiw5; xiw6; : : : ; xiw2t−3; xi; 0;∞i)
for i = 0; 1; : : : ; (t − 1).
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The Jrst 2k − 2 elements are as given by Theorem 23 with m=2t; f= k − 1, so we
know their balance properties. It only remains to consider the ePect of our adjoining
a 0, ∞i pair to every pair of blocks. From the base block containing ∞i as a Jrst
treatment, it is clear that in the development it will meet every Jnite treatment in the
Jrst set k − 1 times, and every Jnite treatment in the second set k times, including
meeting every Jnite treatment in the second set once in its own plot, and will never
meet another inJnite treatment. A similar argument holds for ∞i as a second treatment.
Now consider all the base blocks which contain 0 as a Jrst treatment. The ele-
ments of these base blocks are disjoint apart from 0, and the Jrst treatments span
X = xi · {w; w3; w5; : : : ; w2t−3}. Now note wk−1 =−1, and we see that the second treat-
ments span Y = GF(v)\(−X ∪ {0}), Similarly, considering all the base blocks which
contain 0 as a second treatment, their Jrst treatments span Y and their second treatments
span X .
Now consider the new Jnite diPerences introduced into these base blocks. Within
the Jrst set we have every value of ±X , and similarly within the second set. For
the diPerences second minus Jrst, we have Y and −Y . So all the introduced Jnite
diPerences cover every Jnite non-zero value, and our result follows.
Corollary 34. If v=6t+1 is a prime power, then an IOBIBD(7t+1; t; 4; 3; 2) exists.
Note there are methods which use the diPerence squares directly—in particular,
search methods. Two examples of IOBIBDs constructed directly were given earlier
(see Examples 20 and 21). There are also methods for deriving OBIBDs from Perfect
Mendelsohn Designs (PMDs) (see Greig and Rees [19]).
A k-PMD(v) is a set of cyclically ordered blocks with certain properties; a set of
k elements {a1; a2; : : : ; ak} is said to be cyclically ordered by a1¡a2¡ · · ·¡ak ¡a1
and the ordered pair (ai; ai+t) is said to be t-apart in a cyclic k-tuple (a1; a2; : : : ; ak)
where i + t is taken modulo k. A collection of blocks on v points is said to form a
k-PMD(v) if every ordered pair of points appears t-apart in exactly 1 block for each
t, 06 t6 k − 1. One can also have an incomplete PMD on v points with 1 hole of
size h (denoted by k-IPMD(v; h)), or a holey PMD with a set of spanning holes of
sizes h1; h2; : : : ; hn; such a design is denoted as a k-HPMD of type (h1; h2; : : : ; hn).
In particular, we have the following link between PMDs and OBIBDs:
Lemma 35. If a 2k-PMD(v) exists, then so does an OBIBD(v; k; k − 1; 2). Similarly
if a 2k-IPMD(v; h) exists then so does an IOBIBD(v; h; k; k − 1; 2), and if there exists
a 2k-HPMD of type (h1; h2; : : : ; hn) with
∑n
i=1 hi = v; then a (v; k; k − 1; 2) HOBIBD
of the same type exists.
Proof. Replace each cyclically ordered block (a0; a1; a2; a3 : : : ; a2k−1) by 2 blocks,
(a0; a1; a2; a3; : : : ; a2k−2; a2k−1) and (a1; a2; a3; a4; : : : ; a2k−1; a0).
2.3. Indirect methods
Proofs of all theorems can be found in Greig and Rees [19].
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The Jrst, and simplest, of the recursive methods uses pair-wise balanced designs as
a base on which each block is inSated by an OBIBD.
Theorem 36. If there exists a PBD(v; K; 1), and for each n∈K there exists an OBIBD
(n; k; ; s), then there exists an OBIBD(v; k; ; s).
The next two methods describe “Jlling in holes”.
Theorem 37. If there exist an HOBIBD(v; k; ; s) with (h1; h2; : : : ; hu) group type vec-
tor, an IOBIBD(hi +w; w; k; ; t) with hole of size w, for each i, 16 i6 (u− 1), and
an OBIBD(hu+w; k; ; t), then there exists an OBIBD(v+w; k; ; t). Note that w may
be zero.
A particular case is the following:
Theorem 38. If an IOBIBD(v; h; k; ; s) and an OBIBD(h; k; ; s) both exist, then there
exists an OBIBD(v; k; ; s).
The next two methods “inSate the blocks”; the Jrst method is also described as
“weighting”.
Theorem 39. Suppose there exists a “master” GDD (X;G;B) with index ′ and
that w is a positive weight function on X. Suppose also that there exists a “slave”
HOBIBD(h; k; ; s) of type {w(x) : x∈B} for every B∈B. Then there exists an
HOBIBD on v points and of type
∑
x∈G w(x) :G ∈G, where
v=
∑
G∈G
∑
x∈G
w(x):
Theorem 40. Suppose a HOBIBD(v; k; ; s) of type {v1; v2; : : : ; vg} exists and that a
TD(sk; m) − TD(sk; n) exists for some n (06 n¡m). Then an IHOBIBD(mv; k; ; s)
exists of type {v1(m; n); v2(m; n); : : : ; vg(m; n)}.
The last basic method “breaks the groups”.
Theorem 41. Let (X;G;B) be an HOBIBD(v; k; ; s), with group sizes in H. Let
F be a set of new points, and suppose that for each group G ∈G, there exists an
HOBIBD(h; k; ; s) with treatment set G ∪ F , h = |G ∪ F |, groups F ∪HG = ∪{Hji }
and blocks BG. Then there exists an HOBIBD with treatment set X ∪ F , groups
F ∪ {⋃ HG :G ∈G}, and blocks B ∪ {⋃ BG :G ∈G}.
There now follows a more specialised procedure from [19] which combines special
cases of the above. In all our applications of the SIP the needed ITD will be taken
from [4].
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Theorem 42 (Singular indirect product (SIP)). If there exist:
(1) an OBIBD(v; k; ; s),
(2) a TD(sk; m)− TD(sk; n), and
(3) an IOBIBD(m+ d; n+ d; k; ; s),
then an IOBIBD(vm + d; vn + d; k; ; s) exists. Additionally, if either there exists an
OBIBD(vn + d; k; ; s), or there exist both an IOBIBD(vn + d; n + d; k; ; s) and an
OBIBD(m+ d; k; ; s), then there exists an OBIBD(vm+ d; k; ; s).
The next two procedures are special cases of the preceding.
Theorem 43 (Singular direct product (SDP)). Suppose a TD(sk; m), an OBIBD
(v; k; ; s) and an IOBIBD(m+d; d; k; ; s) all exist, then there exists an IOBIBD(vm+d;
x; k; ; s) for x = d or x = m+ d. If there exists also an OBIBD(x; k; ; s), then there
exists an OBIBD(vm+ d; k; ; s).
Theorem 44 (Direct product (DP)). If a TD(sk; m), an OBIBD(v; k; ; s) and an OBIBD
(m; k; ; s) all exist, then an OBIBD(vm; k; ; s) exists. Moreover, this OBIBD contains
an OBIBD(v; k; ; s) as a sub-design, so there also exists an IOBIBD(vm; v; k; ; s).
The following detailed constructions are widely used to obtain these results:
Lemma 45. Suppose a TD(g + 1; n) exists and 06 x6 n. Then there exists a PBD
on gn + x points with block sizes in {g; g + 1; n; x}. Suppose also, there exist an
IOBIBD(n+w; w; k; ; s) and OBIBD(t; k; ; s)’s for t ∈{g; g+1}. Then if there exists
either an OBIBD(x+w; k; ; s) or both an IOBIBD(x+w; w; k; ; s) and an OBIBD(n+w;
k; ; s), an OBIBD(v; k; ; s) exists for v= gn+ x + w.
For (k; ; s)= (4; 3; 2), and w∈{0; 1}, the above lemma is used frequently for g=8,
and less frequently for g = 16 (those being the only small values of g for which an
OBIBD(y; 4; 3; 2) is known for both y = g and y = g+ 1).
Lemma 46. If there exists a TD(10; m) and 06n; r6m, then there exists an HOBIBD
(h; 4; 3; 2) with hole type (8m)8(8n)1(8r)1. If also there exist an IOBIBD(8m+ w; w;
4; 3; 2), an IOBIBD(8r +w; w; 4; 3; 2) and either (1) an OBIBD(8n+w; 4; 3; 2) or (2)
an IOBIBD(8n+ w; w; 4; 3; 2) and an OBIBD(8m+ w; 4; 3; 2), then an OBIBD(64m+
8n+ 8r + w; 4; 3; 2) exists.
Proof. Truncate 2 groups of TD(10; m) to sizes n and r; the HOBIBD with hole type
(8m)8(8n)1(8r)1 is now obtainable by Theorem 39, giving weight 8 to all points. (To
obtain this HOBIBD, we require (h; 4; 3; 2) HOBIBDs with hole types 88, 89, and 810;
an 8-GDD(88), a 9-GDD(89), and a 9-GDD(810) are obtained by deleting a parallel
class in the a7ne plane AG(2; 8) or by deleting 1 point from the projective plane
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PG(2; 8) or the a7ne plane AG(2; 9); forming an OBIBD(k; 4; 3; 2) for k = 8 or 9 on
each block of these three GDDs gives the required three HOBIBDs.) The required
OBIBD is now obtained by Theorem 37, adding w inJnite points and Jlling in the
holes with the appropriate OBIBDs and IOBIBDs.
Lemma 47. If a TD(k + 1; n), an OBIBD(k; 4; 3; 2), an IOBIBD(k + t; t; 4; 3; 2), an
IOBIBD(n+ w; w; 4; 3; 2), and an OBIBD(ta+ w; 4; 3; 2) all exist for some 0¡a6 n
and some w¿ 0, then an OBIBD(kn+ ta+ w; 4; 3; 2) exists.
Proof. Truncate one group of TD(k + 1; n) to size a, give the points in this group
weight t and give all other points weight 1 in an application of Theorem 39. We
now employ Theorem 37 to Jll the holes of the resulting HOBIBD, using w extra
points.
Remark 48. Frequently used values of (k; t) here are (13; 2) and (17; 2); for (k; t) =
(13; 2), use OBIBD(13; 4; 3; 2) and IOBIBD(15; 2; 4; 3; 2) while for (k; t) = (17; 2), use
OBIBD(17; 4; 3; 2) and IOBIBD(19; 2; 4; 3; 2). (See Examples 20 and 21 for the 2 rel-
evant IOBIBDs here.) In addition, if x is odd and 12x+ 1 is a prime between 36 and
5000, then it is possible to take (k; t)=(12x+1; 2x); here an IOBIBD(k+2x; 2x; 4; 3; 2)
is obtainable by Lemma 35 since Colbourn [12] has given 8-IPMD(k + t; t) for these
values of k and t.
Lemma 49. Suppose 06 x6 n and a TD(k + 1; n) exists. If also there exist
an OBIBD(k + 1; 4; 3; 2), an IOBIBD(k + t; t; 4; 3; 2), an IOBIBD(n + w; w; 4; 3; 2)
and an OBIBD(n+ (t − 1)x + w; 4; 3; 2) for some w¿ 0, then an OBIBD((k + 1)n+
(t − 1)x + w; 4; 3; 2) exists.
Proof. In one group of TD(k + 1; n), give weight t to x points, and weight 1 to the
remaining n− x points. Give all points in the other groups weight 1 in an application
of Theorem 39. We then use Theorem 37 to Jll the groups of the resulting HOBIBD,
using w extra points.
Lemma 50. If there exists an RBIBD(kn; k; 1) with replication number r = (kn− 1)=
(k − 1), then for x6 r, we can add x new treatments to the blocks of separate
resolution classes, and add a new block consisting of just the new treatments to
form a PBD on kn + x points with block sizes k, k + 1 and x. Therefore, if an
OBIBD(t; 4; 3; 2) exists for t ∈{k; k+1; x}, where x6 r, then an OBIBD(kn+x; 4; 3; 2)
exists.
Lemma 51. If a TD(k + x; n) exists, then there exists a PBD on kn + x points with
block sizes in {k; k + 1; k + x; n}. If an OBIBD(v; 4; 3; 2) exists for all v∈{k; k + 1;
k + x; n}, then an OBIBD(kn+ x; 4; 3; 2) exists.
Here the required PBD is obtained by deleting all points in the last x groups of a
TD(k+ x; n) except x points in a speciJc block. These x points together with the other
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k points in the same block are said to form a spike, hence the construction is known
as a “spike” construction. Spike constructions can also be used for other large designs
with a sub-design; here we delete all points in the large design except those in the
sub-design and those in a given block; see for instance v= 125 in Lemma 74.
3. Existence of OBIBDs for 2 sets of treatments and block size 3
These designs were examined in [19]. In that paper, the following result was ob-
tained:
Lemma 52. If v ≡ 0 or 1 (mod 3) and v¿ 6 then a (v; 3; 2; 2) OBIBD exists except
possibly for v∈{10; 21; 22; 24; 33; 34; 45; 51; 69; 70; 82; 88}.
This result can be improved. Direct constructions for v = 10; 21; 22, and 24 were
given in Examples 26–29. We can use the direct product construction (Theorem 44)
to handle v=70=10× 7, while 82=6× 12+10 and 88=6× 13+10 can be handled
by Lemma 45 with w = 0. In addition, v = 33, 34, 45 and 51 can be handled by
forming an OBIBD(t; 3; 2; 2) for t=6 or 10 on the hole of an IOBIBD(v; h; 3; 2; 2) for
(v; h)=(33; 6), (34; 6), (45; 6) or (51; 10); these IOBIBDs are obtainable from Example
30 when v=34, or from Lemma 35 since 6-IPMD(v; h) can be found in [1] for (33; 6),
(45; 6) and in [12] for (51; 10). Finally, forming an OBIBD(t; 3; 2; 2) for t=6 or 9 on
each hole of the HOBIBD(69; 3; 2; 2) of type 9761 constructed in Example 19 gives an
OBIBD(69; 3; 2; 2).
The conclusion is as follows:
Theorem 53. If v ≡ 0 or 1 (mod 3) and v¿ 6 then an OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2) exists.
4. A PBD closure
The PBD closure of a list, K , of block sizes is the set of values of v for which a
(v; K; 1) PBD exists.
Let Q0;1(8) denote the prime powers equivalent to 0 or 1 (mod 8), let Q0;1(4) denote
the prime powers equivalent to 0 or 1 (mod 4), and let Q=Q0;1(4)\{4; 5}. By virtue of
Theorems 23 and 31, an OBIBD(v; 4; 3; 2) exists for all v∈Q and, by Theorem 36, an
OBIBD(v; 4; 3; 2) exists for all v for which a PBD(v;Q; 1) exists.
Our main goal in this section is to determine several PBD closures. Initially we will
look at the PBD closure of {8; 9}, then later extend this to the PBD closure of the set
Q0;1(8). Ideally, we would like to have the PBD closure of Q, but this is too ambitious
so we will exclude all the 4 (mod 8) cases.
Since these PBD results have potential use independent of their application to our
OBIBD problem, we have noted which members of Q0;1(8) and Q we actually used
in our constructions, and present our results as PBD closures of subsets of Q0;1(8)
and Q.
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Although we are really only concerned with the values we can construct, we note
that Abel et al. [2] established the following result.
Theorem 54. Let H0;1(4) = {n : n ≡ 0; 1 (mod 4)} ∩ {n : n¿ 8}. Let A = H0;1(4) ∩
{n : n6 56}, B= {n : n ≡ 4; 5 (mod 8)} ∩ {n : 606 n6 93} and K =A∪B∪ {88; 101}.
Then K is a PBD basis for H0;1(4), (i.e., a (v; K; 1) PBD exists for every v∈H0;1(4)).
All the elements of K are essential with the possible exception of 101.
From this we can deduce that all the possible exceptions that we list whose value
is at most 88 are deJnite exceptions for our PBD closures (note that there are some
small values that are never listed in our possible exception sets).
In order to establish the results in this section we are assisted by several known
results on ancilliary designs. The result on TDs is abstracted from [3], updated by Wo-
jtas’s construction of 7 MOLS of order 48 [33]. We also note Wojtas has constructed
8 MOLS of order 36 [34].
Lemma 55. A TD(9; n) is known in the following circumstances:
(1) n ≡ 0 (mod 8) and n = 24;
(2) n ≡ 1 (mod 8) and n = 33;
(3) n ≡ 5 (mod 8) and n ∈ {5; 21; 45; 69; 77; 85; 93};
(4) n ≡ 7 (mod 8) and n ∈ {7; 15; 39; 55; 63; 87; 95; 111; 119; 159; 175; 183; 295; 303; 335}.
Finally, in this section we have adopted the convention of listing ranges of values.
The content of these ranges should be understood to contain only the appropriate
residue classes.
4.1. Blocks of size 8 or 9
In this subsection we will look at the PBD closure of PBD(v; {8; 9}; 1). We start
with a result of Ling and Colbourn [20]—a small error was corrected in [8].
Theorem 56. A PBD(v; {8; 9; 10}; 1) exists with the possible exception of v = 2–7,
11–56, 58–63, 66–71, 75–79, 101–109, 111–113, 115–119, 126–127, 133–135,
155–160, 166–167, 173–231, 239, 247–287, 290–295, 299–343, 346–351, 355–399,
403–407, 411–423, 426–431, 435–439, 443–448, 452–455, 472–497, 499–503,
507–511, 580–582. Moreover, the exceptions 6 79 are de8nite exceptions.
Lemma 57. An 8-GDD of type 88 exists and a 9-GDD of type 8n exists for n = 9
and 10. Also a PBD(v; {8; 9; 8∗}; 1) exists for v = 57, 64, 65, 72, 73 and 80, and a
PBD(v; {8; 9; 9∗}; 1) exists for v= 65, 72, 73, 80 and 81.
Proof. The GDDs are obtained by deleting a parallel class of blocks in AG(2; 8), or
by deleting a point in PG(2; 8) or AG(2; 9). Forming a block on each group of these
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GDDs gives the required PBDs for v=64, 72 and 80. For v=65 and 73, the required
PBDs are obtained by deleting every point (except one) in a block of PG(2; 8) or
AG(2; 9). Finally, for v = 57 and 81, the required designs are given by PG(2; 7) and
AG(2; 9).
Lemma 58. If a PBD(n; {8; 9; 10}; 1) exists, then a PBD(v; {8; 9}; 1) exists for
v= 8n− 7, v= 8n and v= 8n+ 1.
Proof. Deleting one point from the PBD gives an {8; 9; 10}-GDD with groups of sizes
7, 8 and 9; giving all points in this GDD a weight of 8 in Wilson’s Fundamental
Construction then gives an {8; 9}-GDD with groups of size 56, 64 or 72. The three
required PBDs are then obtained by using 1, 8 or 9 extra points to Jll in the groups
of this GDD.
The ingredient and Jlling designs are all provided in Lemma 57. For the pathological
cases of this construction (when 86 n6 10) the desired design is given directly by
Lemma 57.
We now have to deal with the 397 exceptional cases listed in Theorem 56 for each
of the modulo 8 residues 0 and 1, although in the latter residue class the 8n − 7
construction of Lemma 57 does deal with some exceptions. However, for our problem
we can expand our construction of PBDs to a larger range of block sizes than Ling
and Colbourn considered.
Greig’s oval construction [16, Lemma 6.1] gives a {(q − 1)=2; (q + 1)=2}-GDD of
type ((q − 1)=2)q which is embeddable within PG(2; q) whenever q is an odd prime
power. Taking q= 17 yields the following result:
Lemma 59. There exist an {8; 9}-GDD of type 817 and a PBD(v; {8; 9}; 1) for v=136
and v= 137.
Lemma 60. If an RBIBD(8n; 8; 1) exists, then {8; 9}-GDDs of types 8n and 8n+1 exist,
and a PBD(v; {8; 9}; 1) exists for v=8n, 8n+1, 8(n+1) and 8(n+1)+1. In particular,
this holds for n∈{15; 29; 36; 43; 50; 57}.
Proof. Add 0, 1, 8 or 9 points to RBIBD(8n; 8; 1), each to a separate parallel class. A
parallel class in the RBIBD gives the GDD of type 8n, and an unaugmented parallel
class plus the 8 extra points give the GDD of type 8n+1.
Lemma 61. If a BIBD(8n+1; 9; 1) exists, then a PBD(8n+1− r; {8; 9}; 1) exists for
r ∈{0; 1; 8; 9}, and {8; 9}-GDDs of types 8n and 8n−1 exist.
Proof. Delete r collinear points. Use the blocks through a deleted point when r = 1
or 9 to deJne the groups.
The following result is from [7, Tables 2.11–2.12], updated in [17].
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Lemma 62. A BIBD(8n+ 1; 9; 1) exists in the following cases:
(1) n∈NA = {54; 117; 126; 207; 252; 414};
(2) n∈NB = {55; 64; 181; 190; 217; 379; 406}.
Corollary 63. Let N =NA∪NB, where NA and NB are de8ned in Lemma 62. If either
n∈N or n+1∈N , then a PBD(8n+ u; {8; 9}; 1) exists for both u=0 and u=1, and
an {8; 9}-GDD of type 8n exists.
Proof. Apply Lemma 61 to the designs given in Lemma 62.
Lemma 64. Let K = {8; 9; 10; 15; 16; 17; 29; 30; 36; 37; 43; 44; 50; 51; 53; 54; 55; 57; 58;
63; 64}. If a PBD(n; K; 1) exists, then a PBD(v; {8; 9}; 1) exists for v = 8n and
v= 8n+ 1.
Proof. Give all points of the initial PBD a weight of 8 in Theorem 39, then Jll in the
groups of the resulting GDD, possibly using an extra point. The ingredient and Jlling
designs are all provided in Lemmas 57, 60 and 61.
We now use the expanded range of block sizes given in Lemma 64 to deal with
some of the 397 exceptional cases in Theorem 56.
Lemma 65. Let K be the list de8ned in Lemma 64. Then a PBD(n; K; 1) exists in
the following cases:
(1) n∈{127; 135; 239; 247; 303; 304; 305; 324; 325; 372; 511};
(2) 1526 n6 170;
(3) 2486 n6 251 or 2556 n6 273;
(4) 2716 n6 289;
(5) 2906 n6 300 or 3516 n6 370 or 4216 n6 431;
(6) 4656 n6 497;
(7) 4956 n6 510.
Proof. For part (1), when n = 127 or 239, we can spike a block of the Seiden type
RBIBD(120; 8; 1) or Denniston type RBIBD(232; 8; 1) to size 15, since these designs are
embeddable within PG(2; 16) and PG(2; 32), respectively. For n=372, we can truncate
one group of a TD(9; 43) to size 8, then, noting this is embedded in a TD(29; 43),
spike a 9-line to size 29. For n=511, we can take the RBIBD(496; 16; 1) Seiden design
in PG(2; 32), and add points to 15 parallel classes. In the remaining cases we add new
points to parallel classes of RBIBD(v; 8; 1)’s with v= 120, 232 or 288.
For part (3), we note there exists a hyperoval in PG(2; 16), that is, no three points
of which lie on any line. We can remove up to 18 points of this hyperoval to cover
2556 n6 273; to cover 2486 n6 251, we remove 6, 7 or 8 collinear points in
AG(2; 16) whilst possibly adding a point to another parallel class.
For part (4), we can remove up to 18 points of a oval in AG(2; 17).
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For parts (2) and (5), we take an oval in PG(2; q) and obtain a TD(q + 1; q) by
deleting an oP-oval point not lying on any tangents to the oval. When q is odd, this
TD contains (q + 1)=2 groups that contain a pair of oval points, as their group lines
were secants. We retain as many of these groups as possible, then truncate TD down
to a TD(10; q) and then start removing oval points. For 1526 n6 q = 170, we take
q = 17, and may remove up to 18 oval points. For 2906 n6 300, we take q = 31,
we must remove at least one oval point from every group, therefore we may remove
10 to 20 oval points. For 3606 n6 370, we take q = 37; here we may remove at
most one oval point from every group. Alternatively, we may remove at least one
oval point from every group and then Jll the groups using an extra point. Taking
q = 37, this handles 3516 n6 361. For 4216 n6 431, we take q = 43 then re-
move at most one oval point from every group and Jll in the groups using an extra
point.
For part (6), we can remove the 496 secants of an oval in PG(2; 31) and up to 32
tangents whilst retaining the 465 external lines, then dualize.
For part (7), we take an oval in PG(2; q) and obtain a TD(q + 1; q) by deleting
an oP-oval point lying on 2 tangents to the oval. When q is odd, this TD contains
(q− 1)=2 groups that contain a pair of oval points, and 2 groups that contain a single
oval point. We take q = 31, and truncate this TD down to a TD(17; 31) with every
group containing at least one oval point. We must remove at least one oval point from
every group and may remove up to 15 other oval points.
Lemma 66. A PBD(n; K; 1) exists in the following cases:
(1) n∈{304–308, 311–315, 317–322, 332–335, 339, 346};
(2) n∈{316; 323; 326–330, 336, 340–343, 347–350};
(3) n∈{371; 373–378, 380–384, 388–391, 395–398, 402–404};
(4) n∈{407; 411; 414–418, 435–438, 443–445, 452}.
(5) n∈{439; 447–448, 453–455}.
Proof. Let R={0; 1}∪K . Let 06 r6 s6m, and let w=0 or 1. For all these designs we
will take a TD(10; m) and truncate one group to size r and another to size s, then Jll the
groups using w extra points to get a PBD(8m+r+s+w; {8; 9; 10; m+w; r+w; s+w}; 1).
This will yield a successful construction for n= 8m+ r + s + w if m+ w, r + w and
s+ w are all chosen to be in R.
For part (1), we take m= 36 and w= 0; Wojtas [34] has constructed a TD(10; 36).
For part (2), we take m = 37 and w = 0. For part (3), we take m = 43 and w = 0.
For part (4), we take m = 49 and w = 1. For part (5), we take m = 53 and
w = 0.
Lemma 67. Suppose an RBIBD(8n; 8; 1) and a PBD(8m+u; {8; 9}; 1) both exist. Then
if 06m6 (n− 1)=7 and u= 0 or 1, a PBD(8(n+ m) + u; {8; 9}; 1) also exists.
Proof. Add a new point to each of 8m + u parallel classes, then adjoin a block or a
PBD(8m+ u; {8; 9}; 1) on the new points.
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Lemma 67 is particularly useful as Greig and Abel [18] have determined the spec-
trum of RBIBD(v; 8; 1)’s to within 66 possible exceptions, two-thirds of which are big
enough to be of no concern to us here.
Application of Lemma 67 with both u=0 and u=1 gives us the following PBD(8(n+
m) + u; {8; 9}; 1)’s:
n n+ m n n+ m
71 71, 79 99 108, 109
106 106, 107, 115 113 113
134 134 169 177–179, 184–186
204 204, 205, 213, 214 211 211, 212, 219–221, 227, 228
225 225, 226 253 253, 254
309 309, 310 323 331
337 337, 338 379 379
386 386, 387 393 393, 394, 446
526 580, 581 582 582
Apart from the 8n − 7 designs produced in Lemma 58, we have only produced
designs for which we had a PBD(v; {8; 9}; 1) for both v= 8n and v= 8n+ 1. Another
application of Lemma 67 where we add points to 57 parallel classes, i.e., m = 7,
will only produce designs in the 8(n+m) + 1 case—no PBD(56; {8; 9}; 1) exists. The
corresponding values of (n; n+ m) are (71; 78), (169; 176), (211; 218) and (295; 302).
Abstracting some results from [7, Tables 2.9–2.10], gives the next lemma.
Lemma 68. A BIBD(v; 8; 1) exists in the following cases:
(1) v= 8n and n∈{218; 302};
(2) v= 8n+ 1 and n∈{70; 77; 105; 112; 203; 210; 301; 385; 392; 420}.
We now summarize our results on PBD(v; {8; 9}; 1)’s.
Theorem 69. Let A= {2–6, 11–14, 18–28, 31–35, 38–42, 45–49, 52, 59–62, 66–69,
75, 76, 101–104, 111, 118, 133, 173–175, 182, 183, 187, 188, 191–202, 208, 209, 215,
222–224, 229, 230, 412, 419}.
Let B= {7, 56, 70, 77, 78, 105, 112, 119, 176, 203, 210, 231, 301, 385, 392, 399,
420}.
A PBD(v; {8; 9}; 1) exists if either v=8n and n ∈ (A∪B), or v=8n+1 and n ∈ A.
We also give an alternative form of Theorem 69.
Theorem 70. If v ≡ 0; 1 (mod 8) then a PBD(v; {8; 9}; 1) exists with 181 possible
exceptions when v∈{16–56, 88–113, 144–225, 248–281, 304–337, 360–393, 416,
417, 448, 472–497, 528–560, 600–616, 624, 808–840, 888–896, 944–952, 1064, 1065,
1384–1408, 1456–1465, 1496–1505, 1528–1624, 1664–1680, 1720, 1721, 1776–1793,
1832–1848, 2408, 3080, 3136, 3192, 3296, 3297, 3352–3360}.
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4.2. Blocks of prime power size: the 0, 1 (mod 8) case
For this subsection, although we are prepared to allow block sizes of any prime
power equivalent to 0; 1 (mod 8), it su7ces to use a more restricted set. Let
K01 = {8; 9; 16; 17; 25; 32; 41; 49; 89; 97; 113; 169}:
We will now try to construct PBD(v; K01; 1)’s for the values of v listed in Theorem
70.
Our Jrst construction is to use the Jrst part of Lemma 45 with g = 8 truncating
one group of a TD(9; n) to size x6 n, then Jll the resulting groups using IPBD(n +
w; w; K01; 1)’s and a PBD(x + w; K01; 1) to obtain a IPBD(8n + x + w; w; K01; 1). Note
that when x=0 (as is the case for v=193, n=24) we only need TD(8; n), not TD(9; n);
for TD(8; 24), see [33].
n w v= 8n+ x + w n w v= 8n+ x + w
17 0 144–153 24 1 193
25 0 200–217, 225 32 0 256–273, 281
40 1 321–337, 361 41 0 360, 369
49 0 392, 393, 417 56 1 480, 489, 497
57 0 472, 473, 481, 488 64 0 544, 553
65 0 528–537, 545, 552 73 0 600, 601, 609, 616
97 0 808, 825, 833, 840 113 0 945
121 0 1065 129 0 1064
168 1 1385, 1408, 1457–1465 169 0 1384, 1393, 1401, 1496
176 25 1505, 1528–1537 184 25 1497, 1504, 1592
192 1 1568, 1577, 1585, 1593 193 0 1544–1561, 1569, 1576
200 0 1600–1617, 1664–1680 201 0 1624, 1721
207 1 1720, 1776–1793 215 1 1833–1848
272 0 2408 361 0 3136
369 0 3080, 3192, 3296, 3297 401 0 3352–3360
We next use the spike type construction on a TD(8 + x; n) given in Lemma 51, to
obtain a PBD(8n + x; {8; 9; n; 8 + x}; 1). This deals with 280 (n = 32, x = 24), 608
(n= 73, x = 24) and 832 (n= 97, x = 56).
Using Lemma 50 and adding points to x parallel classes of an RBIBD(8n; 8; 1), we
obtain a PBD(8n+ x; {8; 9; x}; 1):
8n 8n+ x 8n 8n+ x
232 248, 249 288 304, 305, 313, 320
344 376, 385 400 416
792 809, 817, 824, 889 1632 1832
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Table 1
Values of v for which no PBD(v; K01; 1) is known
24 33 40 48 56 88 96 104 105 112
160 161 168 176 177 184 185 192 224 312
368 377 384 448 560 888 896 944 952
Lemma 71. Let K01 = {8; 9; 16; 17; 25; 32; 41; 49; 89; 97; 113; 169}. Then there exists a
PBD(v; K01; 1) for v= 496, 624, 816, 1392, 1400, 1456 and 1584.
Proof. The Seiden RBIBD(496; 16; 1) is given by the dualized external lines of a
hyperoval in PG(2; 32).
For 816, 1456 and 1584, we truncate one group of a TD(17; m) (for m= 49, 89 or
97) to size 32, then form a block of size m or 32 on each of the groups.
Finally, for 624, 1392 and 1400, we start by truncating one or two groups of a
TD(10; m) for m=9 or 19; here, we obtain {8; 9; 10}-GDDs of types 984121, 19818141
and 19941. We then give all points a weight of 8 in Wilson’s fundamental construction
using the ingredient designs given by Lemma 57 to obtain an {8; 9}-GDD, then form
a PBD(8x; K01; 1) for x = 2; 4; 18 or 19 on each of the groups.
Summarizing the results of this subsection, we have:
Theorem 72. Let K01 be as de8ned in Lemma 71. If v ≡ 0; 1 (mod 8), then a PBD
(v; K01; 1) exists with the possible exception of the 29 values of v listed in Table 1.
4.3. Designs with more block sizes
Since Theorem 23 (with f=4, s=2, h=1, m=(q−1)=4) gives us an OBIBD(q; 4; 3; 2)
whenever q¿ 8 is a prime power with q ≡ 1 (mod 4), it is worthwhile to extend our
PBDs to allow blocks of size k with k ≡ 5 (mod 8) and k a prime power. The PBD
closure of {8; 9; 13} includes numbers equivalent to 4 (mod 8). However, we have no
small PBD examples for this class, so we will only try to construct PBDs with v ≡
0; 1; 5 (mod 8).
Let K015={8; 9; 13; 16; 17; 25; 29; 32; 37; 41; 49; 53; 61; 89; 97; 101; 157; 173}. (Note that
all elements of K01 except 113, 169 belong to K015; and PBD(v; K015; 1)’s can be
obtained for 113, 169 by truncating one group of TD(9; 13) or using a TD(13; 13), since
113=8 ·13+9 and 169=13 ·13. Therefore existence of a PBD(v; K01; 1) implies that of
a PBD(v; K015; 1).) In this subsection we wish to examine the PBD closure of K015. We
were able to avoid using a small set of primes, namely P = {181; 197; 229; 293; 389},
although we actually found no PBD(v; K015; 1) for v∈P. We start with the small cases
and the patches for the gaps in our main construction of Theorem 75.
We Jrst state one of Brouwer’s results [10]:
Lemma 73. If q is a prime power and t6 q2− q+1, then there exists a PBD(t(q2 +
q+1); {t; q+t}; 1). In particular, (taking q=4, t=9), this gives a PBD(189; {9; 13}; 1).
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Lemma 74. A PBD(v; K015; 1) exists for v∈{125; 169; 221; 377}.
Proof. For v=125, we may spike to size 13 an 8-line of the Seiden RBIBD(120; 8; 1)
which is embeddable within PG(2; 16). For the other values, we form a block of size
n on each group of a TD(13; n) for n= 13, 17 or 29.
We next use the spike construction (Lemma 51) on TD(k + x; n) to obtain some
PBD(kn+ x; {k; k + 1; n; k + x}; 1)’s:
k n kn+ x k n kn+ x k n kn+ x
8 13 109 8 16 133 8 17 141
8 25 205 8 29 237, 253 8 49 397, 413
8 53 445, 448 8 89 757 8 97 781, 797
8 109 896 8 173 1429 8 193 1589
We now truncate one group of a TD(9; n) then Jll in the groups using w extra points
as in the Jrst part of Lemma 45 to obtain a PBD(v; K015; 1) for the following values
of v:
n w v n w v
13 0 104, 105, 112, 113, 117 17 0 149
31 1 277 32 0 269, 285
37 0 312 40 1 349
64 0 565 72 0 589
79 1 645, 669 80 0 653
89 0 773 109 0 888, 944, 952
153 0 1333, 1349 169 0 1509
173 0 1517, 1533 189 0 1613, 1629
199 1 1605 217 0 1845, 1861, 1869, 1885
281 0 2357, 2373, 2381, 2397 377 0 3125, 3141, 3149, 3165
We now obtain a PBD(v; K015; 1) for the following values of v ≡ 5 (mod 8), v=8n+x
applying Lemma 50, adding each of x extra points to a separate parallel class of an
RBIBD(8n; 8; 1). In all cases, either x∈K015 or an (x; K015; 1) PBD has been constructed
earlier in this section.
8n v= 8n+ x 8n v= 8n+ x
288 301, 317 344 373, 381
568 581, 605, 629 680 693, 709, 717, 733
1184 1301, 1317, 1325, 1341 1344 1357, 1373, 1445–1501
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Table 2
Values (excl. P) of v for which no PBD(v; K015; 1) is known
21 24 33 40 45 48 56 69 77 85
88 93 96 160 161 165 168 176 177 184
185 192 224 368 384 560
Theorem 75. LetK015={8;9;13;16;17;25;29;32;37;41;49;53;61;89;97;101;157;173},
and let P = {181; 197; 229; 293; 389}.
A PBD(v; K015; 1) exists provided v ≡ 5 (mod 8), v ≡ m (mod 32), and v¿ vm, where
vm is given below.
m 5 13 21 29
rm 29 37 13 53
vm 261 333 117 477
except possibly for v∈{181; 293; 389}.
Proof. Take a TD(9; n) and truncate one group to size rm. Initially take n=rm, and then
successively increment each of the n by 4 ad inJnitum. The values not covered by this
construction are those of the form v=8n+rm with n∈ (P∪{21; 33; 45; 69; 77; 85; 93; 161;
165; 177; 185}); all of these v’s except 181, 293, 389 have been handled earlier in this
section.
Note that there exist TD(9; n) for all required values of n by reference to [3]. The
exceptions correspond to missing PBDs (or PBDs we desire to miss) and, for those
values of n less than 100, to missing TD(9; n)’s also.
We summarize the results of this subsection.
Theorem 76. Let K015 and P be as de8ned in Lemma 75. If v ≡ 0; 1; 5 (mod 8) and
v¿ 8, then a PBD(v; K015; 1) exists with the possible exception of v∈P and the values
of v listed in Table 2.
We note that we have eliminated 10 of the 29 elements of Table 1 as well as the
block sizes 113 and 169 in K01. We also added 7 new possible exceptions in the
5 (mod 8) class for a total of 26 exceptions.
4.4. The 4 (mod 8) values
The smallest example in the v ≡ 4 (mod 8) case that we know of is a PBD
(316; {9; 13; 16}; 1). This is really too large to yield a satisfactory result so we content
ourselves with listing our smallest constructions in Table 3; all except v=316 are SDP
constructions.
We can give a Jnite bound for the PBD existence problem when v ≡ 4 (mod 8):
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Table 3
Values of v ≡ 4 (mod 8) for which a PBD(v; K015; 1) is known
316 [16] 404 = 13× 31 + 1 900 = 29× 31 + 1 924 = 13× 71 + 1
932 = 13× 71 + 9 1028 = 13× 79 + 1 1340 = 13× 103 + 1 1652 = 13× 127 + 1
Theorem 77. Let K015 be as in Lemma 75. If v ≡ 4 (mod 8) and v¿ 8108=8×901+
900, then a PBD(v; K015; 1) exists.
Proof. For v ≡ 4; 12; 28 (mod 32), we may write v = 8n + x where x = 316, 900,
404, respectively, n ≡ 1 (mod 4) and n¿ 901¿ x. Now we may apply Lemma 45,
truncating one group of a TD(9; n) and Jlling each group with a block of size n or
x to obtain a PBD(v; {8; 9; n; x}; 1). For v ≡ 20 (mod 32), we write v as 8n + x + 1
where x=403, n ≡ 0 (mod 4) and n¿ 964. Here we truncate one group of a TD(9; n)
to size x and form a block of size n + 1 or x + 1 on each group plus an inJnite
point.
5. Existence of OBIBDs for 2 sets of treatments and block size 4
A necessary condition for the existence of an OBIBD(v; 4; 3; 2) is that its repli-
cation number be v − 1, which means that v(v − 1) must be a multiple of 4, or
that v ≡ 0; 1 (mod 4). For convenience, these two cases have been sub-divided to
give the 4 cases v ≡ 0; 1; 4; 5 (mod 8). A BIBD(v; 4; 3) exists for all v of this form:
see [7].
The remaining (known) necessary condition is that v¿ 8, from the condition v¿ ks
given in Remark 3. We will show that this condition is su7cient for the existence of
all but a Jnite number of designs.
5.1. Designs with v ≡ 0, 1 or 5 (mod 8)
Theorem 78. An OBIBD(v; 4; 3; 2) exists for v ≡ 0; 1; 5 (mod 8) with v¿ 8 except
possibly for:
(1) v∈{24; 40; 48; 56; 88; 96; 184; 192; 368; 384} when v ≡ 0 (mod 8);
(2) v= 33 when v ≡ 1 (mod 8);
(3) v∈{21; 45; 69; 77; 85; 93} when v ≡ 5 (mod 8).
Proof. Use Theorem 36 on the PBD constructed in Theorem 76. Every block size,
k, in this PBD is a prime power ¿ 8, and so an OBIBD(k; 4; 3; 2) can be obtained
using either Theorem 23 or Theorem 31. The possible exception set P in Theo-
rem 76 consists solely of primes and so may be dealt with by
Theorem 23.
For v = 177, 185, 224 and 560, we can obtain an OBIBD(k; 4; 3; 2) by apply-
ing Lemma 47. For 177 and 185, we take k = n = 13 and w = 0, and for 224,
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we take k = 13, n = 17 and w = 0; here the needed IOBIBD(15; 2; 4; 3; 2) is given
by Example 20. For v = 560 we take k = 17, n = 32 and w = 0; here the needed
IOBIBD(19; 2; 4; 3; 2) is given by Example 21. Using Lemma 45, with a truncated
TD(9; 19) and g = 8, and Jlling with w = 3 extra points deals with v = 160, 161,
165 and 168; here the needed IOBIBD(22; 3; 4; 3; 2) is given by Corollary 34. The
Singular Direct Product construction of Theorem 43 provides a solution for
v= 176 = 25(8− 1) + 1.
5.2. Designs with v ≡ 4 (mod 8)
We have already noted, in Table 3, that there exists a PBD(v; K015; 1) (and hence
also an OBIBD(v; 4; 3; 2)) for v∈{316; 404; 900; 924; 1028; 1340}.
Using the SDP construction of Theorem 43 with d=1, and a TD(8; 7) gives OBIBDs
for v= 92, 204, 260, 372, 428, 708, 820, 1044, 1492 and 1548.
Theorem 79. An OBIBD(v; 4; 3; 2) exists provided v ≡ 4 (mod 8), v ≡ m (mod 64), and
v¿ vm, where vm is given below.
m 4 12 20 28 36 44 52 60
vm 900 1868 1876 924 868 2348 1844 2364
except possibly for v∈{2620; 2684; 2940; 3196; 3324}.
Proof. Apply Lemma 45 with (k; ; s)=(4; 3; 2), w=0 or 1, and g=8. The initial value
of n is respectively 101, 208, 209, 104, 97, 261, 205, 263, and r + d is respectively
92, 204, 204, 92, 92, 260, 204, 260. Then increment each of the n successively by
8 ad inJnitum. When n ≡ 7 (mod 8) we require d = 1 and an OBIBD(n + 1; 4; 3; 2);
when n ≡ 1 (mod 4) we require d= 0 and an OBIBD(n; 4; 3; 2). When n ≡ 0 (mod 8),
both of these options are available.
We next use a TD(32; n), an OBIBD(32; 4; 3; 2) and an IOBIBD(36; 5; 4; 3; 2) in an
application of Lemma 49 with k = 31. The content of the tabulated range, namely
[32n+ 4; 36n], is assumed to be restricted to 4 (mod 8) values.
n Range constructed Exceptions
37 1188–1332 1324∗, 1332∗
41 1316–1476 1316, 1340, 1348, 1356, 1364
49 1572–1764 1588, 1596, 1604, 1612
53 1700–1908 1820∗, 1828∗
61 1956–2196 2068∗, 2076∗
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Remark 80. The values marked ∗ are not exceptions here, but need to be reconsidered
when we examine nested OBIBDs later in Theorem 99. Also, the exceptions 1324, 1332
can be handled by taking n = 41 (instead of 37), 1340 was handled by existence of
a PBD(1340; K015; 1), and some of the other exceptions (1316; 1348; 1604; 1820; 1828;
2068; 2076) were handled by Theorem 79.
Solutions for some of the missing designs can be found as follows:
Using the SIP method (Theorem 42), the following table gives the solutions found
and enables the corresponding values of v; m; n and d used to be found.
v m+ d n+ d vm+ d
9 36 5 292
9 92 13 740, 748, 764, 772, 812, 828
9 260 37 2220, 2236, 2284
9 316 45 2620, 2684
13 36 5 468
13 72 9 876
13 80 9 980, 1004
13 92 13 1076, 1100, 1148
13 136 17 1588, 1612
17 92 13 1484, 1516
Using the singular direct product construction of Theorem 43 deals with the following
values of v: 724 = 9(92− 13) + 13, 1356 = 17(92− 13) + 13, 1556 = 13(128− 9) + 9
and 1564 = 13(136− 17) + 17.
Using the RBIBD construction of Lemma 50, adding points to 92 parallel classes of
an RBIBD(m; 8; 1) deals with v= 884, 940 and 1164.
Using Lemma 45 with (k; ; s) = (4; 3; 2) and w = 0, truncating one group of a
TD(9; 404) to 92, or a TD(9; 541) to 404, deals with v = 3324 and 4732. Taking
instead d=1, and truncating one group of a TD(9; n) for n=103, 127, 135 to size 91
deals with v= 916, 1108, 1172.
Using the spike construction of Lemma 51, with a spike of size 92 on a TD(8; n)
deals with v = 8n + 84 for (v; n) = (860; 97), (892; 101), (956; 109), (1084; 125),
(1532; 181), (1916; 229), (2300; 277) and (3196; 389).
Using Lemma 46 (giving weight 8 to all points in a truncated TD(10; m) for m=13,
41) constructions were found for v=1020 and 2940. The group types were 1048801961
and 32888012241 with w=12; the required IOBIBDs arise from either putting a spike
or a group of size 12 on an RTD(8; m) for m= 13, 29 or 41.
Using the weighting method (Lemma 47), with (k; t)=(13; 2), (17; 2) or (25; 4), the
following table gives the solutions found and some of the parameters.
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k n w v
13 19 3 276, 284
13 31 1 412, 420, 444, 452, 460
13 43 7 572, 588, 596, 612, 620
13 67 11 908, 972, 1012
13 71 1 948, 1036
13 79 1 1068, 1132, 1140
13 103 17 1364, 1524
17 19 3 332, 340, 348, 364
17 31 1 540, 556, 564, 580
17 43 7 756, 780, 796
25 31 1 788, 804, 836
Theorem 81. An OBIBD(v; 4; 3; 2) exists for v ≡ 4 (mod 8) with v¿ 8 except possibly
for the following 63 values of v: 12–84, 100–196, 212–252, 268, 300, 308, 324, 356,
380–396, 436, 476–532, 548, 604, 628–700, 716, 732, 844, 852, 1596, where the
content of ranges is restricted to values equivalent to 4 (mod 8).
6. Methods of construction of ONBIBDs
This section follows the same pattern as the corresponding section for OBIBDs. The
extensions of the deJnitions and methods, previously given, to the nested designs are
quite straightforward.
6.1. De8nitions
Denition 82. An NBIBD(v; k1; k2; 1; 2) or a NBIBD is a BIBD(v; k1; 1), where all
the blocks are partitioned into sub-blocks of size k2, which form a BIBD(v; k2; 2).
Denition 83. An ONBIBD(v; k1; k2; 1; 2; s) is an OBIBD(v; k1; 1; s) with all
the blocks partitioned into sub-blocks of size k2, and these sub-blocks form an OBIBD
(v; k2; 2; s).
Denition 84. An HONBIBD(v; k1; k2; 1; 2; s) or a Holey ONBIBD is an HOBIBD
(v; k1; 1; s) where all the blocks are partitioned into sub-blocks of size k2, which com-
prise an HOBIBD(v; k2; 2; s), the two designs having the same groups.
Denition 85. An IONBIBD(v; h; k1; k2; 1; 2; s) or an Incomplete ONBIBD is an
IOBIBD(v; h; k1; 1; s), where all the blocks are partitioned into sub-blocks of size k2,
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which comprise a IOBIBD(v; h; k2; 2; s), the two designs having the same hole of
size h.
Denition 86. An IHONBIBD(v; h; k1; k2; 1; 2; s) or an incomplete Holey ONBIBD
is an IHOBIBD(v; h; k1; 1; s), where all the blocks are partitioned into sub-blocks
of size k2, which in turn comprise an IHOBIBD(v; h; k2; 2; s), with the same
groups.
6.2. Direct methods
The methods used are similar to the methods given earlier in Theorem 23 and
Theorem 31: a proof generalising the original Morgan and Uddin theorem was given
in Rees [30].
Theorem 87. Let v = mzf + 1 be a prime power, with mz¿ sh for some s¿ 2. Let
k2 = hf, where f=gcd(k2; v− 1), let k1 = zhf and let x be a primitive generator for
GF(v). Write
Dj = xj(x0; xmz; : : : ; x(f−1)mz)
and write
bip = x
(i−1)hxp{(D0 : : : Dh−1)|xm(D0 : : : Dh−1) : : : |x(z−1)m(D0 : : : Dh−1)}:
Let Bi = {bi0; bi1; : : : ; bim−1}. Then Bi is the set of base blocks, for the ith of a set of
s NBIBD(v; k1; k2; h(k1 − 1); h(k2 − 1))’s possessing adjusted orthogonality. If h = 1,
then the result is a near-resolvable ONBIBD(v; k1; k2; (k1 − 1); (k2 − 1); s).
Example 88. Example 24 can be adapted to give an ONBIBD(13; 4; 2; 3; 1; 2), letting
m= 2, z = 2, and generating the initial blocks accordingly. This gives:
(1; 2; 12; 11 | 8; 3; 5; 10); (2; 4; 11; 9 | 3; 6; 10; 7); (4; 8; 9; 5 | 6; 12; 7; 1):
Theorem 89. Let q = pn be a prime power, with n¿ 1, let k1 = pu1 , k2 = pu2 for
0¡u2¡u1¡n and let t1 =p(n−u1), t2 =p(u1−u2). De8ne log(0) =∞. Preserving the
order of the elements of the cosets throughout, let:
(1) C0 ≡ {#0 = 0; #1; : : : ; #k1−1} be the additive sub-group of order pu1 of (GF(q);+);
(2) D0 ≡ {#0 =0; #1; : : : ; #k2−1} be the additive sub-group of order pu2 of (GF(q);+);
(3) {Dj : j = 1; 2; : : : ; (t2 − 1)} be the cosets of D0 in C0;
(4) {Cj : j = 1; 2; : : : ; (t1 − 1)} be the cosets of C0 in (GF(q);+);
(5) bij = log(Ci+j) ≡ {log(c) : c∈Ci+j}, where the discrete logarithms are taken with
respect to some 8xed generator of GF(q).
Then bi0; b
i
1; : : : ; b
i
t1−1 are the initial blocks over Zq−1∪{∞} for a 1-rotational ONBIBD
(pn;pu1 ; pu2 ;pu1 − 1; pu2 − 1; t1).
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Example 90. Adapting Example 32 gives an ONBIBD(16; 4; 2; 3; 1; 4) with the follow-
ing initial blocks:
(∞; 2; 3; 6; 0; 8; 14; 13 | 1; 5; 9; 11; 4; 10; 7; 12);
(2;∞; 6; 3; 8; 0; 13; 14 | 5; 1; 11; 9; 10; 4; 12; 7);
(3; 6;∞; 2; 14; 13; 0; 8 | 9; 11; 1; 5; 7; 12; 4; 10);
(6; 3; 2;∞; 13; 14; 8; 0 | 11; 9; 5; 1; 12; 7; 10; 4);
to be developed modulo 15.
The analogue of Lemma 35 needs another proof.
Lemma 91. If an {mks}-PMD(v) exists, then an ONBIBD(v; km; k; km − 1; k − 1; s)
exists. One can similarly convert an {mks}-IPMD(v; h) to an IONBIBD(v; h; k; k−1; s),
and an {mks}-HPMDs to a (v; k; k − 1; s) HONBIBD of the same type.
Proof. We will number from 0, so 06 t ¡ s, 06 ‘¡k, 06 n¡m. We will replace
each cyclically ordered block (a0; a1; a2; : : : ; a2k−1) by s blocks B0; B1; : : : ; Bs−1. For B0,
we place aj in the tth treatment set of the ‘th plot of the nth sub-block, where
j = ‘mk + nk + t:
Note j is just the number ‘nt in the mixed radix notation, with the obvious bases. For
Bi, we replace aj in B0 by ai+j with subscripts computed modulo mks.
Example 92. For the case m = k = s = 2, an 8-PMD is converted to an ONBIBD
(v; 4; 2; 3; 1; 2) by replacing each cyclically ordered block A, where A=(a0; a1; a2; a3; a4;
a5; a6; a7), by 2 blocks, namely
B0 = (a0; a1; a4; a5 | a2; a3; a6; a7);
B1 = (a1; a2; a5; a6 | a3; a4; a7; a0):
Remark 93. As noted in Remark 48, we have an 8-IPMD(q+ t; t) whenever q=6t+1
is a prime power with t ≡ 2 (mod 4) and 66 t ¡ 834 from [12]. We also have an
8-IPMD(q+t; t) derived from a V (6; t) vector whenever q=6t+1 is a prime power with
t odd and t¿ 5 (see [21]). Although Corollary 34 gives us an IOBIBD(q+ t; t; 4; 3; 2)
whenever q=6t+1 is a prime power, we were unable to derive an IONBIBD from it.
Now Lemma 91 gives us an IONBIBD(q+ t; t; 4; 2; 3; 1; 2) in the corresponding IPMD
cases, so the only small cases of this form that we lack here are (v; h) = (15; 2) and
(85; 12), noting that (22; 3) and (29; 4) are given in Examples 94 and 95 below, and
(57; 8) follows from a PBD construction.
Example 94. An IONBIBD(22; 3; 4; 2; 3; 1; 2) developed over Z19 ∪ {∞i : i = 1; 2; 3}.
Multiply the following two blocks by 1, 7 and 11 (with 7∞1 =∞2 and 11∞1 =∞3)
and develop modulo 19:
(0; 11; 8; 13 | 16; 12; 6;∞1); (0; 2; ∞1; 1 | 7; 6; 9; 15):
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Table 4
Table of theorem conversion replacements
Original Nested replacement
PBD(v; K; 1) PBD(v; K; 1)
OBIBD(v; k; ; s) ONBIBD(v; k1; k2; 1; 2; s)
IOBIBD(v; h; k; ; s) IONBIBD(v; h; k1; k2; 1; 2; s){
HOBIBD(v; k; ; s)
of type {gi : 16 i6 n}
{
HONBIBD(v; k1; k2; 1; 2; s)
of type {gi : 16 i6 n}
{
IHOBIBD(v; k; ; s)
of type {(gi; hi) : 16 i6 n}
{
IHONBIBD(v; k1; k2; 1; 2; s)
of type {(gi; hi) : 16 i6 n}
TD(sk; m) TD(sk1; m)
TD(sk; m)− TD(sk; n) TD(sk1; m)− TD(sk1; n)
Example 95. An IONBIBD(29; 4; 4; 2; 3; 1; 2) developed over GF(25) ∪ {∞i : i =
1; 2; 3; 4}, with x as a root of x2 = x + 3. Multiply the following two blocks by 1,
x6 (with x6∞1 =∞2), then augment the four blocks of the form (a; b; c; d | e; f; g; h)
by another four of the form (b; a;d; c | f; e; h; g), replacing ∞i by ∞i+2 while doing
so, then develop additively over GF(25).
(0; 1; x; 4x + 3 | 4x + 1; 2x + 1; x + 3;∞1);
(0; x + 3; 2; 4x | x + 4; 2x + 3; ∞1; x + 1):
6.3. Indirect methods
These methods are also generalisations of methods given earlier. Theorem 36 through
Theorem 44 can easily be converted to a nested version by simply replacing the input
components with their nested counterparts to yield a nested resultant. Table 4 gives
more details on the replacement (using generic parameters).
The more detailed methods of Lemmas 45–51 can also be generalised quite straight-
forwardly. As examples, we give the “nested” versions of Theorem 42 and Lemma 45
below:
Theorem 96. If there exist:
(1) an ONBIBD(v; k1; k2; 1; 2; s),
(2) a TD(sk1; m)− TD(sk1; n) and
(3) an IONBIBD(m+ d; n+ d; k1; k2; 1; 2; s),
then an IONBIBD(vm + d; vn + d; k1; k2; 1; 2; s) exists. Additionally, if either there
exists an ONBIBD(vn + d; k1; k2; 1; 2; s), or there exist both an IONBIBD(vn + d;
n+d; k1; k2; 1; 2; s) and ONBIBD(m+d; k1; k2; 1; 2; s), then there exists an ONBIBD
(vm+ d; k1; k2; 1; 2; s).
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Lemma 97. Let a TD(g + 1; n) and an IONBIBD(n + w; w; k1; k2; 1; 2; s) both
exist, as well as ONBIBD(t; k1; k2; 1; 2; s)’s for t ∈{g; g + 1}. Let 0¡x6 n and
suppose there exist either an ONBIBD(x + w; k1; k2; 1; 2; s) or both an
IONBIBD(x + w; w; k1; k2; 1; 2; s) and an ONBIBD(n + w; k1; k2; 1; 2; s). Then an
ONBIBD(v; k1; k2; 1; 2; s) exists for v= gn+ x + w.
7. Existence of ONBIBDs with 2 sets of treatments and block sizes 4 and 2
A Whist Design can be regarded as an NBIBD(v; 4; 2; 3; 1). The existence of these
designs has been thoroughly investigated, and the results can be summarised by stating
that a Whist Design exists for all v ≡ 0; 1 (mod 4) (see Anderson [9], for example).
As with the designs without nesting, the only remaining (known) necessary condition
is that v¿ 8, from the condition v¿ ks given earlier. We will show that this condition
is su7cient for the existence of all but a Jnite number of designs.
It has been seen that all the methods used in the construction of designs without
nesting are applicable to nested designs, and nearly all the building blocks are obtained
by the use of Theorems 23 and 31, so can be constructed as nested designs. The
exceptions are the IOBIBDs constructed using Corollary 34 and of Examples 20 and
21, which it has not been possible to generalise to IONBIBDs. Consequently, many
designs which were constructed using Lemma 47 (either directly or indirectly) cannot
be adapted to use a nested version of Lemma 47.
7.1. Designs with v ≡ 0, 1 or 5 (mod 8)
Most of our constructions in Theorem 78 can proceed with the nested version of
the corresponding construction. However, four designs (for v = 177, 185, 224 and
560) were constructed using Lemma 47; these values remain in the unknown category
for nested designs, since we have been unable to Jnd IONBIBD(15; 2; 4; 2; 3; 1) or
IONBIBD(19; 2; 4; 2; 3; 1). Four other constructions (for v = 160, 161, 165 and 168)
used the IOBIBD(22; 3; 4; 3; 2) given by Corollary 34, but we could replace that with
the IONBIBD given in Example 94 to obtain ONBIBDs for these four values.
Our result is:
Theorem 98. An ONBIBD(v; 4; 2; 3; 1; 2) exists for all v ≡ 0; 1; 5 (mod 8), v¿ 8, ex-
cept possibly for:
(1) v∈{24; 40; 48; 56; 88; 96; 184; 192; 224; 368; 384; 560} when v ≡ 0 (mod 8);
(2) v∈{33; 177; 185} when v ≡ 1 (mod 8);
(3) v∈{21; 45; 69; 77; 85; 93} when v ≡ 5 (mod 8).
7.2. Designs with v ≡ 4 (mod 8)
As mentioned above, we were unable to Jnd an IONBIBD(15; 2; 4; 2; 3; 1) or
IONBIBD(19; 2; 4; 2; 3; 1); hence the constructions obtained from these designs using
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Table 5
Summary of open cases with block size 4
v OBIBD(v; 4; 3; 2) ONBIBD(v; 4; 2; 3; 1; 2)
0 (mod 8) 10 cases 12 cases
1 (mod 8) 1 case 3 cases
4 (mod 8) 63 cases 97 cases
5 (mod 8) 6 cases 6 cases
Lemma 47 are no longer applicable. The construction in Corollary 34 also does not
apply, but as mentioned in Remark 93, some of these designs with t¿ 5 can be ob-
tained from 8-IPMD(7t + 1; t)’s; also, for t = 3, 4, we have given IONBIBD versions
in Examples 94 and 95.
For v ≡ 4 (mod 8), 36 designs were found using Lemma 47; however, only three
of these (for v = 788, 804, 836) are nested designs, since we have an IONBIBD(k +
t; t; 4; 2; 3; 1) for (k; t) = (25; 4) but not for (k; t) = (13; 2) or (17; 2). In addition, four
designs in Theorem 79 were constructed using the disallowed designs for v=177, 185
in the 1 (mod 8) class and 560 in the 0 (mod 8) class. These were for v= 1508, 1564,
1572 and 4732. Also, as indicated in Remark 80, the values 177 and 185 could have
been used, in our application of Lemma 49; we listed the corresponding values of v as
the starred exceptions. These starred exceptions were covered by overlapping ranges,
or by Theorem 79; also reciprocally, 1572 was covered using Lemma 49. Alternative
constructions for 1564 and 4732 were given later in that subsection, so the net ePect
is that we have OBIBDs but not ONBIBDs for just v= 1508 plus 33 values obtained
using Lemma 47 constructions, and so we have 34 more exceptions than the 63 we
had for unnested designs for a total of 97 unknown cases with v ≡ 4 (mod 8).
Theorem 99. An ONBIBD(v; 4; 2; 3; 1; 2) exists for all v ≡ 4 (mod 8), v¿ 8, except
possibly for the following 97 values of v: 12–84, 100–196, 212–252, 268–284,
300–308, 324–364, 380–396, 412, 420, 436–460, 476–700, 716, 732, 756, 780, 796,
844, 852, 908, 948, 972, 1012, 1036, 1068, 1132, 1140, 1364, 1508, 1524, 1596, where
the content of ranges is restricted to values equivalent to 4 (mod 8).
8. Conclusion
We are now in a position to summarize our existence results for OBIBDs with block
sizes 3 and 4:
Theorem 100. (1) An OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2) exists for all v ≡ 0; 1 (mod 3) with v¿ 6.
(2) For OBIBD(v; 4; 3; 2)’s and ONBIBD(v; 4; 2; 3; 1; 2)’s, there are respectively 80
and 118 cases unsolved. Table 5 gives the number of unknown designs for
v ≡ 0; 1; 4; 5 (mod 8).
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In particular, the existence of designs with v ≡ 4 (mod 8), needs further research.
This will probably need some new small direct constructions.
The existence of resolvable (or near-resolvable) designs with these parameters, of
designs with 3 or more sets of treatments, and of designs with deeper nesting, remains
to be investigated.
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